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by OaNette Byers
STAFF WRITER

Nov. 5, 1996. A day that could
change the course on which this
country is headed.

SCSU President Bruce Grube
took Lime to speak with students
and address questions and concerns
Thursday in Atwood Little Theatre.
More than 100 students attended
the open forum, which lasted about
90 minutes.

Prior to the forum, Grube

commented on its relevance as a
means to address student issues.
When he arrived here in July of
1995, Grube started open forums in
order to hear students' views on
university-related issues, he said. "It
is important to communicate
directly with students;' he said.
Grube opened the forum with a
summation of changes and issues at
SCSU
including
semester
conversion, general education
revision and how the house party
issue will be handled.
·
'This campus has had an
• ongoing reputation for being a party
school," Grube said.
"We have to draw a line from
history. We want to be known as a
university that is experiencing
things and dealing with similar
issues to other campuses across the
country. But we are trying to do
something about them."

Julia Pt/ersonlPHaro EDTTVR
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The band Shalita performs at"African Night" Friday evening in the Quarry Niteclub.

SCSU will have a polling
station open from 6 am. to 8 p.m.
in the Atwood Memorial Center
Ballroom. SCSU's polling station
is in Ward I, Precinct I.
Those who have not yet
registered to vote, who have either
changed their name or address
since they last registered, or who
have not voted in the past four
years must re-rigister at the polling
station.
In order to do so, one of two
fonns of identification, such as a
Minnesota driver's license or
Minnesota state ID is required.
Otherwise, a person who is already
registered to vote may vouch for
your residency at the polling
station.
ln order to be eligible-to VOte in
Minnesota, residents must have
lived in the state for at least 30
days.
For more infonnation, call the
Steams County auditor's office at
656-3913.

SCSU finishes draft of accreditation report
Self-study to prove why SCSU should have its national accreditation approved
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

SCSU is trying to prove its academic
mcnle and keep its national accreditation.
Every IO years, the North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools
handles re-accreditation of colleges in
this region.

In order to receive continued coordinator. "We've just completed our
accreditation, schools must conduct a self· draft."
study which looks into all aspects, from
The draft is approximately 175 pages long
their diversity to financial and physical and is_divided into nine chapters. It covers
resources.
SCSU's past, present and what the university
SCSU is in the process of writing its self- · hopes to do in the future. The question the
study.
study tries to answer is, "What do we become
'The self-study takes about two years to nowT'
complete," said Lin Holder, self-study
According to the study's introduction, this

question has provoked much self-reflection
and thought about the direction SCSU will
take in the future. The vision statement makes
it clear that SCSU hopes to be the most
effective and influential education provider in
Minnesota so that anyone can take part in the
experience of higher education.

Go TO ACCREDITATION, PAGE 3 •
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WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TUESDAY
Election Day
Vote from 6 a.m. to 8 p.m.
in Atwood Ballroom, AMC.

.Job Searching on the
Internet
11-11 :50 a.m. Centennial
)-lall"room 132. Advanced
registration required in ECG
101.
1

WEDNESDAY
Job Fair '97 kick off
and orientation
4-5 p.m. Little Theatre,
AMC. Call Career Services
at 255-2151 for more
information.

Sophomore
Recognition Luncheon
12-12:50 p.m. Atwood
Ballroom, AMC.

Lakota Sioux Indian
dance theatre
7 :30 p.m. Rrtsche
Audrtorium. Call the
American Indian Center at
654-5449 for more
information.

THURSDAY
The Use of Plants and
Herbs by Native People
noon, South Glacier, AMC.
Presented by Matt King,
training instructor "for Little
Six, Inc.

Connecting Through
Storying
4:30- 7:30 p.m. AMC.
Registration fee $99 by·
calling 255-3081.

Ubu the King
8 p.m. Pertorming Arts
Center. For tickets call 2553229.

CAMPUS & COMMUNITY
Crisis hot line

volunteers are needed
Birthright, a crisis pregnancy center is in need
of individua1s to help answer their crisis hot line
from 8 a.m. to 6 .p.m ..
Voltinteets must ,be at least 18 years of age.
They must be willing to make a commitment of
at least one year. Volunteers will receive training.
The)' will be able to worlc out of their own
homes if they desire.
For more infonnation on this project or to
become inv(?lved, contact Mary Jo at 656-7085.

Mental Health
Advisory to meet
Tuesday
The consumer's Mental Health Advisory
Council will meet Tuesday from 6:30-8 p.m. at
the Central Minnesota Mental Hea1th Center.

7:05 p.m.vs University of
Minnesota-Duluth at
National Hockey Center.

Mail infonnation for the 'What's
. Happening" events caler:tdar to
University Chronide, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498

The meeting will take place in the day
treatment building located at 1321 N 13th Street
in St. Cloud
People are asked to bring questions for the
speakers.
For more infonnation, contact Tina Kunkel at
685-8149.

Job Fair '97 features
over 130 employers
Job Fair '97 will be holding a kick-off party
Wednesday 4 p.m. iri the Atwood Little Theatre
inAMC.
The party will feature free_ pizza and
information on the over 130 business and
employers that will be attending Job Fair '97
Corporations attending will include
Hubbard Broadcasting. 3M, Schwan's, Norwest
Bank-MN, Hennipen County and. many others
from the business, industry, government and
human services sectors.

Smothers Brothers to
entertain for

Founder's Day
Celebration
The brothers comedy duo of Tom and Dic'k
Smothers will be on campus to provide
entertainment for the Founder's Day Celebration
at SCSU Saturday, Nov.16.
The twO will be at the Kimberly A. Ritsche
Auditorium at 8 p.m. to provide audiences with
their well-nm skits from 30-plus-years-of
experience.
The show will end with Tom's alter-ego, YoYo Man bedazzling audiences with slick yo-yo
tricks
General admi~ion tickets to the event cost
$18 for the general public and $13 for SCSU
students with valid I.D.
Tickets can be purchased at the Atwood
Center Main Desk and at Herberger's downtown
in.St Cloud

STATE·& NATION
Grateful Dead to
make Nov. 81V

program will be rebroadcast daily from Monday, Nov.
11 throu~h Thuooay, Nov 14.

appearance

GM strike ends

surviving members of the
Grateful Dead will be on the Burly
Bear Network on Nov. 8 as part of
a half hour TV show entitled 'The
Grateful Dead...The 'Long Strange
Trip Continues."
Burly Bear Network. provides
TV to college campuses across the
nation, including 1332 affiliate
stations in 47 states..

Workers at the General Moters
metal
stamping
plant
in
Indianapolis ended their strike on
Sunday, accordip.g to CNN News.
Workers were expected to be
resume operations on Monday. The
strike had affected 2,250 workers.
In Fort Wayne, Ind,. the GM
automotive plant closed after it ran

The

The

out of parts.
Th~ strike stopped work for
another 3,500 workers in Ohio and
4,700 in two other states with more
plants expected to be affected if it
had continued.

Tonya Harding
becomes a hero
Ex-figure skater Tonya Harding
became a hero October 27 when
she
gave
mouth-to-mouth
resuscitation to an 81-year-old
woman at a bar in Portland.

28 years ago ...
Black students on
campus planned to
demonstrate for up to a
week. They handed out
literature that outlined
demands such as
giving of school funds
promised to Black
students and the ·
·elimination of the use of
what they considered to
be a racist tex1book.

Corrections
University Chronicle will
correct all errors in its
articles.
lf you find a problem with
a story-an error of fact or
point requiring clarificationplease call (320) 255-4086.

In an interview with on KOIN'IV in Ponland, the victim, Alice

Olsen credited Harding with saving
her life
Hospital offiCials noted that
Olsen woultl h"ave ·come to on ·her
own as she suffers from diabetes
and tieart problems and her collaspe
was not life threatening. The
hospital said that Harding did the
right thing.
Harding said she recalled
mouth-to-mouth from her high
school days and took over the
procedure for a man after calling
911.

.Offiirucle

In history...
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Speaker to address Olympic Games
by Lloyd Dalton
NEWS EDITOR

Though the excitement of the 1996

Summer Games has faded, SCSU students
will have the chance to attend an address by a
man known internationally as the world's
leading authority on the Olympic Games.
John Lucas, official lecturer for the
International Olympic Committee, will speak
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 12 in the
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium in Stewart
Hall. The address is entitled 'The Olympic
Games- Past, Present and Future."
Lucas, who is 67, has attended every
Summer Olympic games since 1960,

including the U.S.-boycolled 1980 Moscow
games. He has come to be recognized as the

world's foremost authority on the-Olympics.
He has published three books, and taught
sport science at Penn State University until

his retirement in July.
Lucas has received several awards for his
contributions to the Olympics, and he helped

write the opening script used by NBC
announcers during the opening ceremonies of
the 1996 Summer Games.

Ray Collins, professor of physical
education, recreation and sport science
at SCSU, had the opportunity to listen to
Lucas speak in Atlanta in April.- Collins has
been instrumental in bringing Lucas to

scsu.

"I saw thal the IOC was making John
available to speak all over the world, and I
thought 'wouldn't it be nice if he came to St.
Cloud'," Collins said.
The speech was originally scheduled for
May, before the'Olympics, but time conflicts
prevented Lucas from appearing.
"We wanted it to coincide with the Atlanta
fever that was happening in the spring,"
Collin·s said. "Bui this way, we have. the
privilege of hearing Lucas' views about what
happened at the summer games."
Some of Lucas' feelings about the
Olympics are controversial. He advocates
the gradual removal of events that are
archaic or too expensive for underdeveloped
nations.
He also disapproves of sports that are
popular only in the host nation and cautions
against the danger of the Olympics becoming
too large.

"He' ll talk about what's currently going
on, and issues like whether there shou ld be all
the hucksterism in raising money for the
Olympics, and whether there should be a
permanent site-like Greece-for the
games,'' Collins said.
In addition to his ideas and visions for the
future of the games, Lucas will explain the

history of the ancient Grecian Olympics and
discuss the evolution of the modem
Olympiad. The event is being sponsored by
the IOC and the SCSU foundation. Students
can attend free of charge with a valid SCSU
student LD. A reception will follow the
speech in the South Voyageur room of
Atwood Memorial Center.

Applicants sought for administrative positions
by Jodi L. Wallin
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

The university is currently
seeking applicants to fill some big
shoes in its administrative
departments. In some cases it
means saying good-bye to old
faces, in others only a shifting of
positions
Openings exist for the two vice
president positions, that of
Academic affairs, currently held by
Barb Grac~k, and that of Student
Life and Development, currently
held by interim vice president Lee
Bird and vacated July 1 by David
Sprague.
Three dean positions are open.
They are for the College of Fine
Arts and Humanities, currently held
by Michael Connaughton, the
College of Education, currently
held by interim dean Alice Thomas,
vacated July 1 by Owen Hagen, and

the Dean of Leaming Resources
currently held by John Burling,
who will be vacating his position at
the end of this school year.
An Affinnative Action officer is
also being ·sought by the college.
The position is currently held _by
second year interim dean Debra '
Carlson. Her pennanent ·position is
as the Child Care Center Director
Barb Gracheck will be taking a
year long sabbatical after this year
and then will take a different
position with the university upon
her return.
Lee Bird is interim vice
president of Student life and
Development.
" I can't think of a better job,
Bird said. "h's very diverse. _It
keeps you on your toes." Bird has
been assistant vice president since
1992, OOt that position -was cut this
year. She is currently an applicant
for vice president as an intern

candidate in a national search to fill be a final candidate for the position,
the position.
· she is an applicant.
As vice president for student
"I thoroughly enjoyed it. It's
life, Bird covers a vast area of - been a good opportunity (for me) at
responsibility. All
programs St. Cloud State. I hope to stay,'' Bird
involving students come under her said of her job.
umbrella, ranging from disabled
The vice president position
students services to minorities and applications close on Nov. 8.
health services.
Michael Connaughton
is
1be vice president is responsible staying, just not as dean of fine arts
for the oversight and leadership of and humanities. He is returning to
those programs, according to Bird.
his first calling- teaching. While
"I work closely with the this year marks the ninth year he
president (Bruce Grube). I council has been dean of the depanment, he
hiffi on issues. I have a lot of contact has decided to return to the
with students," Bird said.
classroom.
Bird also deals with such
"It's time to get back to my
activities as parent's orientation, roots,"
Connaughton
said.
campus constituents and sometimes Connaughton taught rhetoric in the
the community, she said.
English department as well as
"So far, so good," Bird said of business
and
technical
her new role. "It's an exciting year. communication, which he plans to
There is a lot happening and lots of teach when he returns winter
new programs."
quarter of next year. He will end his
While it in uncertain if Bird will n.>le as dean on July I and take a

three month sabbatical to
reacquaint himself to teaching, he
said.
"Teaching is the heart of the
academic enterprise," Connaughton
said.
John Burling will continue is his
capacity as dean of the learning
resources center until the end of this
school year.
A pennanent director for the
American Indian Center is being
sought. Nancy Hurles is the interim
director and is in her second year
at the college. Last year she
was assistant director for the center.
sen Ramierez-schk.wegnaabi was
the director since its inception in
1994.
Applications close for the Dean
of both the college of fine arts and
the college of education Nov. 8.
The dean of learning resources
and technology services closes on
NOv. 22.

Accreditation

Scott ~nderson!STIIFF PHaroGRAPHER

Several women from the Women's Equality Group protest Friday night at Bottoms Up off County
Road 74 in St. Cloud.

In its request for continued
accreditation, the university also
addresses past NCA concerns and
how SCSU has remedied those
problems.
Ths includes the addition of the
re-validation process, greater clarity
in the functions of Student Life and
Development, and improvement of
the MGM requirements.
1be university has also created a
physical master plan for the
campus.
Thl"Oughout the survey, SCSU
attempts to prove it has met NCA
criteria. The study must clearly state
the school's purposes, including
educational purposes.
It must show how the institution
has organized the human. financial
and physical resources necessary to
accomplish these purposes, and the
university's integrity must be
proved.
The end of the study focuses
on how SCSU has met general
institutional requirements.
SCSU has degree programs
in operation, consistent admissions
policies and practices, and

PAGE 1

undergraduate programs that
include
general
education
requirements that are consistent
with !he institution's statement.
The NCA Steering Committee
is in charge of haRdling the
self-study and the national
accreditation process. The group is
made up of a broad range of people,
who are each in charge of one
aspect of the study.
'The steering committee guides
the process of self-study,'' Holder
said.
An NCA team is scheduled 10
visit January 27 - 29. The final draft
of the self-study must be completed
by then.
In order to accomplish that,
lhe steering committee has sent
copies of the study to several
places on campus, including the
library, every department office,
the heads of Student Government
and to each collective bargaining
unit.
Anyone
is allowed
to
check out a copy and comment
onit.
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Ten senator seats filled
despite low voter turnout
by Jodi L. Wallin

and Jesse Ronning will represent required to pass a referendum. Less
the College of Bu!iocss. Ronning than I percent of the student body
took office in a write-in campaign voted on that issue, according to
Ten college senator seats were with 11 votes. Christopher Huberty Temke. Votes cast were 137-23 in
filled despite low turnout as and James Andrews will represent favor of a new constitution
elections· for student government the College of Education. Chelse (numbers do not need· equal the
took place last Tuesday and Aorence and Kurt Genereux will . total voters because voters could
Wednesday.
represent the College of Fine Arts choose to only vote for one
We didn't generate much and Humanities.
candidate or one issue and not
enthusiasm for the election, Troy
Jon Veldhouse and Jennifer others).
Temke, constitutional review Matthew will represents the
Chief Justice Temke said the
chairperson reported to the student College of Science and Technology. ratio was good, but that student
government
Thursday
night. Matthew was elected on a write-in government needs to work harder to
Because constitutional review campaign and took the position get the word out. No changes have
is independent .from student with_ two votes.' A reporter with been made to the student
government and is in place KVSC radio station, J.R. Root also constitution since 1991. Attempts to
to ensure fair voting practices, received two write-in votes. Citing make changes to the constitution
Temke thought the resp:msibility a conflict of interest in reporting on were not begun until 1994,
for getting the word out to the student government and being a according to Mark Struthers,
voters belonged to student member, Root declined the current finance chairperson and
government.
position. Masus Mamun and Beau former constitutional review
Between 300 and 400 students MaGraw will represent the College chairperson.
took part in the two days of voting, of Social Science.
lbough the constitution did not
according to Temke. The elections
The year-long term for newly- pass this time, there will be a better
took place outside the student elected senators begins on first day constitution for students to vote for
government offices in Atwood of winter quarter and continues to in the spring elections, said John
Memorial Center.
the first day of winter quarter in Radel, constitutional chairperson.
The results of the college 1997.
The extra months will give the
senator elections were announced at
The attempt to pass a new current senate more time to work
the student government meeting . constitution failed. At least 10 out specific changes, according to
Thursday night. Christian Rothe percent of the student body is Radel.
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
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Olie student asked about a any gpod. SCSU is putting more
scenario he experienced at his resources into the solution of this
apartment. The student, along with than any year in the past."
"My job is to make your degree
his roommates who were all 21
were drinking peacefully in their more valuable now and to continue
apartment when they noticed six to do that after you graduate,"
police oflicers standing outside the Grube said. "What students need to
building. The student asked why realize is that this affects our
police were spying outside hi s community.
The coffimunity supports .over
window.
'The university does not want 60 percent of the Wliversity budget.
the police to hasslc:i the studetits," Because of the community interest,
Grube replied. "The
students are only
four busts that have
expected to pay ·40
percenl of the actual
happened on campus
thus far, happened
cost to attend this
school. If we lose that
before the school had
said anything. Now we
faith of the comm\lnity,
we will lose their
are targeting . these
houses."
support and, in turn,
tuition costs will rise."
"I am aimed .at the
people who organize
Grube pointed out
SCSU is the most
these parties and when
Bruce Grube
they are caught t_hey
highly-accredited and.
will be put in the disciplinary reputable school i_n the state at the
process," Grube said. "I am more undergraduate level. There are
concerned with the cause of the more than 230 recognized
problem rather than some 19 or 20- organizations available to students.
year old picking up a beer. I am He stressed the danger of media
aimed at the houses that sui>ply the overlooking the positive aspects of
beer which can lead to assaults as the campus because of the party
well as negative affects on the school reputation.
community."
During the forum, Grube
Another student asked about outlined several other changes
those students who use money in the university's future. The
earned from house parties to pay for construction of a new library
rent because many jobs in St. Cloud where O-lot is now located
only pay about $5 per hour.
will break ground in the spring
Grube replied that if money is an of 1997. It is predicted the library
issue for students, they could come will be completed in about 18
to him or another staff member for months.
Improvements in parking lots
assistance in getting, financial aid,
rather than selling alcohol illegally. will begin in the summer of 1997
"I am a child of the '60s, and I and the 10-year campus grounds
know the dark side of this," Grube beautification plan is under way,
said. "The houses are not doing us Grubesaid. '

THE ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL HONOR
SOCIETY PHI KAPPA PHI and THE ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
The Alumni Association and Phi Kappa Phi offer hardy congratulations. On Wednesday November 6, 1996 we will recognized
students who have demonslrated outstanding academic success during their freshman year. As you progress through school
we at Phi Kappa Phi hope to see you again. In your junior or senior year we recognize the top 2.5% of the junior class and
top 5% of the senior class by inviting them to join Phi Kappa Phi. Keep up the good world
.

ALL UNIVERSITY
Jennifer R. Bungert
Jodie A. Flatau
JarvisS. Laventure
Andrew P . Schaffer
Jennifer l.Braun
NicholasC. Jasick
RyanC. Marx
HeloiseCuc Ngo
AmyJ . Kodet
Sara A . Roh~k
RyanB. Graves
Kari L.Carlson
Luanne M. Hepper
Paula B. Schmidt
ErinM. McKiUip
Jessica N. Christman
BrentO.Russell 0
UtfG. Bronas

SlacyA. Felegy
SllfaA. Janski
TanyaM. lalore

KariJ . Mohs
Wiley A. Norden
LucasJ.fiedler
Mehssa H. Oddslad

COLLEGE of SCIENCE
and TECHNOLOGY
Ryan O. Horky
Tlevor G. Jones
JohnR.Oberly Ill
Mischal. Tibefghien
Kyle A. McLaughlin
KatrinaMCorson
Adam M. McCombs
Trenna T. Lapacinski
Thomas J. Ray
Benjamin P Watson
Michael J. Zaske
Md Mainul Haque

GregcwyW. Ghe~sirn
GregcwyR. Leslie

COLLEGE of FINE
ARTS and
HUMANITIES
Kri&A.SchmitZ
ErinM. Orew
Seth A. Marquette
Troys. Rogers
Cristina M. Manea
John W. Anderson
Amanda R. Sween
Bra~leyE. Rozman
Adam M. Koeppe
AngelaM. Yorek
Melissa.A. Bechthold

David O. Sleneh)em
OaiN Nguyen
MelissaQ.Meduna •
Zachary G . Larson
Nicholas J. Ketteohofen
EricW. Blake

COLLEGE of
SOCIAL
SCIENCES

COLLEGE of
EDUCATION

MlchelleM. lechner
Matthew T. Torgerson
Usa A.Simmons

BarbilfaO. Sorvari
Ann M Boncquet •
Thomas J. Kleis
Douglas F. Robison
Christine 0. Glimsdale
AogelaM. Ashef
HeidiOaluge
Oanoa L. Gohman
JillalneM. Keppy
Sandra A.Sadowsky

HeidiM. Wells
Jonathan S. Bell
ScottK. Hentges
MichaelW. ForresterJr
Suzanne l. Nleters
Jennlferl.Skoog
RyanM. WiUiama

Kesha R. Lozinski
MaryA. Ph.Jmb
Jennller J. Grubba

COLLEGE of
BUSINESS
Stacy A. Undgren
Melissa A. Scharrer
Taral.Spieker
KeriJ . Bunkers
ErikB. Bunnen
JuslinP. Ziegelmarm
Sarah A. StoermaM
.Christine A. Meyers
RyanP. Garry
NelainaE . Strache
Kim F. Billig
Carrie L. McGonigle
James M. Steel
JohnC. Sundet
Chui Yan Tam
Shelley A. Costa
LauraM. Guse .
HeidiJ. Bruns
Jason M. McNemey
Oeepak Kumar Slddhi
ElaineK. Taulen

Officers of Phi Kappa Phi
)996-1997

President
President-Elect
Vice-President
Treasurer
Membership
Publicity Chair
Secretary

Marlene DeVoe
Jill Ciliberto

Sara Rydberg
Fred Hill
Rich Murray
Flo Goodrich
Pat Krueger

Founded In 1897, the Honor Soc.lety of Phi
Kappa Phi has as Its primary objectlv8 the
recognition and encouragement of superior
scholarship In illl academic disciplines. The
Society believes fhat by recognizing and
honoring those persons of good character, who
have excelled In scholarship, that others wlll be
stimulated to similar goals of excellence.

.
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Chlamydia tops list of most infectious diseases
by Colleen DeBaise
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

ATLANTA - The most common
infectious diseases reported are sexually
transmitted, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.
Chlamydia. a disease that often has no
symptoms, was the No. I most reported
infection in 19'J5, with 477,638 cases, said
the CDC in its annual report. That was
followed by gonorrhea (392.848 cases) and
AIDS (7 1,547 cases).
The No. I ranking of chlamydia-tracked
for the first time last year-underlines how
urgentJy aggressive screening and treatment
is needed, said the American Social Health
Association, an STD-prevention group. .
"The great irony is that. if it is detected,
chlamydia is easily treated and cured," said
Peggy Clarke, ASHA president. "We could
virtually eradicate it."
Among persons aged 15 to 24 years,
gonorrhea remained the most commonly
reported disease.
"Young people under age 25 are at
considerable risk for STDs than older
people," said Linda Broom, ASHA director of

In both men and women, chlamydia
public relations. 'There are both biology more likely to not .want' to use condoms.
reasons and behavior reasons for !hat"
[That's] embarrassment-related."
infection can range from no visible signs to a
College women on the birth control pill spare, clear discharge from the urethra,. Left
Immune systems of both sexes might
not have . matured enough to ward off often fai l to ask their partner to use a condom untreated, the -disease can cause sterility in
infections, Broom explained. Also, in because they are protected against pregnancy. women.
''They really do need to be using
Men who have gonorrhea report a
young women, the cellular structure of
the cervix may not be fu lly developed, she condoms,'' Broom said. "'The latex con&m is yellowish-white' discharge from the urethra,
the condom of choice."
as well as burning while urinating. The groin
said.
MOst cases of chlamydia were reported
Those sensitive to latex can use either the may also become swollen.
among women, who accounted for 383,956 male or female polyurethane condom, Broom
In women, gonorrhea typically has far
cases last year. Rates for gononhea and AIDS said, but added nothing was certain.
fewer symptoms. Wheh' there are signs, there
'1'he only way to be absolutely certain may be a discharge from the vagina, pain in
were substantially higher among maJes lhan
females, striking 203,563 and 58,007 lhat you're not going to get an STD is to not the pelvis are{l and frequent urination. Left
have sex," Broom stressed.
untreated, it can cause sterility.
.respectively.
A lab test can reveal the presence of
Chlamydia and gonorrhea are treatable
In general, women are more vulnerable to
.
some STDs lhan men because of their internal chlamydia and gonorrhea infections, Broom wilh antibiotics.
reproductive system which serves as a ."safe said. Because the signs are hard to spot, those
Rouncling out the CDC's list of most
harbor'' for bacteria and viruses, Broom said. infected often unknowingly spread the common infections were: ~ lmonella,
Despite education efforts,
remain disease to other people. That's why · hepatitis A, shigellosis (a painful bowel
prevaJent on college campuses for a number chlamydia is far more common than the infection), tuberculosis, primary and
of reasons, Broom added.
. number of reported cases indicates, Clarke · secondary syphilis, Lyme disease and
"It's very difficult to persuade people in noted.
hepatitis B.
"Because chlam'ydia is usually without
The flu, which state health departments
that age group that they're at risk for
something as devastating as an STD can be," symptoms, many people are infected without track voluntarily, was not on the list because
knowing it," Clarke said. "Estimates of new its symptoms mimic those of other diseases.
Broom said.
More infonnation on chlamydia,
"If young people are using some type of chlamydia infections in lhe United States are
contraceptive, they're more likely to be using as high as 4 million, making it the fastest gonorrhea or AIDS can be obtained by caJling
the STD hotline at 1-800-227-8922.
the pill," Broom said. "Young people are spreading STD."
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We are looking for
someone to assist our
Managing Editor. ·
If you have experience
in QUARK page fayout ·
and have SOUND
newspaper skills
contact
University Chronicle
today!
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We are looking for
someone to assist .our
Online Editor.
If you have good
experience in ·
HTML,
PHOTOSHOP and
OFOTO, contact
University Chronicle
today!
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Job Fair '97 KICK-OFF PAR

4:00 pm, Wed. Nov.~6 in Atwood Little Theatre

~e/1 Don't miss

·t-, '\,__.

.-1~~

the [ftrgestb
one aay ·To
Fair in the

state!

· Attention and Osten Up!
Over 130 employers will be
attendingJob .Fair '97 looking i
to hire SCSU graduates:
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Huskies battle to tie in season fmale
'
by Brian Wierima

Freshman forward Ann Hultgren left in the middle of the
first half after a UMD player's knee hit her head and shook her
up. She later returned in the second half. One UMD player left
the game with a twisted ankle and did not return.
"When we play Duluth, it always gets rougher than it
should get," said SCSU senior midfielder Keli Holmes.
, In the game itself, SCSU pulled out another end-ofregulation goal to put the game into overtime. Sophomore
midfielder Jen DeMers tallied the tying goal with an assist by

first year forward Ann Hultgren with only 2:23 remaining on
the clock.
The Huskies had to perform a comeback after UMD's
freshman midfielder Beth Beyers put the Bulldogs i11 the lead
There were no victors in the final SCSU women's soccer
with her second goal of the game with 3:37 remaining. Junior
game of the season against University of Minnesota. defenseman Kelly Byers recorded the assist.
Duluth, but there were some sore bodies after the h~-fought
Beyers tallied her first goal unassisted with 14:42
2-2 tie on Saturday at Halenbeck Field.
remaining in the first half.
With hard checks and falls to the cold turf, athletic trainers
Hultgren' struck with the first goal of the game with an
had to make a few trips to the field to help out injured players.
assist by senior midfielder Jen Johnson with 16:26 left on the
clock in the first half.
The Bulldogs outshot the Huskies 17-14. SCSU
sophomore go~lkeeper Alyssa Halverson recorded 12 saves
and UMD sophomore goalkeeper Ginger Jeffrey recorded
eight. Halverson had five shutouts prior to the game.
· The Bulldog's record is now 10-8-1.
Coach Shellee Lamie said she was happy with how her
team played against UMD. She said the difference from the
first half of the season·to the second half is the team's ability
to come from behind for victories.
"Before (in the first half of the season) when they got scored upon, the game was over," Lamie said. "Now we do
make comebacks. We're becoming more of a comeback
team."
"We were a little slow in the first half and had moments
where we broke down, but we picked it up and stuck with
them," Holmes said.
With the last game of the season also came the last game
of Holmes' collegiate soccer career.
Holmes has played On the SCSU women's soccer team
since the first day of its existence. She has played in 51 games
for the Huskies.
"I'll miss the members of the team, but I wouldn't miss
getting sore," Holmes said.
·
Lamie said Holmes is an important asset to- the team and
will be missed. "Kelli is very aggressive and a good
midfielder," Lamie said "She will be very hard to replace."
"Holmes is the most aggressive and fearless player on the
team," said assistant coach Malt McGregor, as quoted in the
SCSU women's soccer teams' progrnm.
The Huskies finished the season with a 7-9-3 record.
Despite the early season slump, in which they went 1-9,
SCSU turned it around by going 6-0-3 in their last nine
Julia Peterson/PHOTO EDlfOR
games.
SCSU defender Kari Steen and Minnesota - Duluth forward Jessica Nelson fight for the ball Saturday at
SCSU failed to qualify for the NCC Regional Playoffs this
Halenbeck Field, The Huskies and the Bulldogs tied 2·2 in SCSU's final game of the season,
yea,.
STAFF WRITER

SCSU victory ends Tigers) home winning streak
Huskies end 28-game stretch, earn split with defending conference champion
by Kerry Collins

their opportunities was one goal,
going one-for-13 on the power play.
SCSU also collected two shortFor the first time in 28 games, handed goals on the night.
Colorado College was handed a
"We've always been gocxl with
defeat at home, and for the first time speciaJ teams, and every time they
since 1992, the Huskies won a made a mistake, we capitalized."
game against CC 01.1 the road.
Dahl said. "The difference in the
SCSU defeated the Tigers 6-3 game was they only got one goal on
Friday at the Cadet Ice Arena, but the · power play and we got two
CC evened the series with a 6-3 · short-handed goals."
victory Saturday.
The Huskies led 3-2 entering the
'That's the first time we've third period, and shelled CC
beatenthemsincel'vebeenhere,so netminder Judd Lambert for three
it was pretty nice," junior goals in the final stanza for the
goaltender Brian Leitz.a said. "We victory, as Leitza remained solid in
were pretty excited. The win let us the net for SCSU.
know we can do something. we
Lambert only faced seven shots
realized we're good enough to win in the second periOO to Leitza's 22.
this conference."
"I would have rather been in my
Leitza was solid in the net for zone than in Lambert's for (the
the Huskies, stopping 43 shots, second period)," Leitza said. "If
including 21 in the second period.
you just sit.in one end and watch for
"We had _to kill a lot of a while you can lose focus. We
penalties," SCSU head coach Craig ended up scoring three goals on
Dahl said. "Anytime there are a Jot three easy sh?15 in the third."
of power plays, there are going to
The Huskies got two goals from
bea lot of shots."
4 sop_hom~re- forward Jason ~oulet,
All the Tigers could get out of while Jumor Andy Vican and
sophomore Mark Parrish tallied the

"

SPORTS EDITOR

The win let us know we can do something, We realized
we're good enough to win this conference.
Brian Leitza
SCSU JU.NIOR GOALTENDER
short-handed goals for SCSU.
Senior Dave Paradise and
freshman Josh DeWolf scored the
other Husky goals.
·
The Huskies and the Tigers
entered the third period of
Saturday's game tied at 2-2, but this
time it was CC getting the quick
goals.
"They did the same thing to us
on Saturday that we did to them on
Friday," Dahl said. 'They scored
three goals - bing. bing, bing. We
had played really well until that
third goal."
The Tigers scored three-goals in
less than four minutes, sending the
Huskies spinning.

"We had come off a real big
victory and looked good going into
the third Saturday," Dahl said. "We
were in the position to win two
games out there until that third
goal."
Junior Sacha Molin scored two
goals for SCSU Saturday, his fifth
and sixth of the season.
Mark Parrish. scored the other
goal for the Huskies Saturday.
Along with the 6-3 defeat, the
Huskies suffered another loss
Saturday.
Vicari separated a shoulder and
will be out for at least a month. The
injury couJd require surgery.
"That is very big," Dahl said.

"He's going to be out for awhile,
and that's at a position where we
can't afford to lose someone."
The Huskies have a fairly young
and inexperienced defense. Leitza
said the loss of a leader like Vicari
will sting SCSU.
'This iS probably one of the
worst things that could happen to~
right now," Leitza said. "(Vicari) is
probably one of the top three most
important people on this team and
easily one of the best defensemen."
The Huskies host the University
of Minnesota - Duluth Nov. 8 and
9 for SCSU's first home Western
Collegiate Hockey Association
series of the season.
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Husky spikers blast Sioux, Upstart Mavs
drop tough match to Bison tip SCSU, 30-19
by Rob LaPlante
STAFF WRITER

Even

though

the

SCSU

volleyball team played in two
matches over the weekend, three

different results occured.
Friday, SCSU went to Grand

Forks, N.D., and polished off the
University of North Dakota
Fighting Sioux in three games 15-4,
15-3, 15-7.
SCSU . dominated the Fighting
Sioux from the beginning and never
looked back in a match tharlasted a

little over an hour.
"We were in total control of that
(UNO) match," said SCSU head
coach Dianne Glowatzke. "It
appeared that UNO was a little

intimidated by us because they had
a lot of hitting errors and side-outs

and they just couldn't stop us."
The Huskies finished the night
with a· team attack percentage of
35.5 percent opposed to UND's
zero percent team total The Sioux
finished with as many hitting errors
as they did kills.
Four Huskies finished the match
with seven or more kills led by
senior

outside

hitter

Cami

Selbitschka with 10. Selbitschka
also had a game high 12 digs.
"We just ran into a weak team

who gave us no competition," said
Selbitschka. "Pretty much the
whole m..tch, the points we got
were from (UND's) mistakes."
Saturday, the Huskies traveled
to Fargo, N.D. where the Huskies ·
took one on the chin as North
Dakota State University dominated
SCSU in three games 15-8, 15-10,
15-4.
Glowatzke said the combination
of the Huskies' slgppy passing
along with the pin-point passing of
NDSU were the major differences ·
in the match.
"We just passed poorly and
(senior setter) Heather (Modean)
was scrambling all night to try and
get to the ball," Glowatzke said.
"We probably faced the best setter ·
in Division Il (NDSU's Pam
Stencel) and she was able to make
some great decisions in where to set
the ball and we just couldn't stop
her."
M<Xiean finished the match with
39 set-assists and Selbitschka
finished with 16 kills.
NDSU was led by Stencel who
finished with 44 set-assists and four
blocks.
"NDSU played at a level that I
hadn.' t seen and they just played an
incredible match," Selbitschka said.
"They knew exactly where to put
the ball on us and that is sorriething

WHACK

11111
BIii Husky Magazine
DIii
BIii
111111
BIi
News

I

that no team has ever done to us
before."
'The loss snapped the Huskies
(18-10 overa11, 10-6 North Central
Conference) three-game winning
streak. It also spoiled the Huskies'
chances of qualifying for the postseason regional tournament, which
had been a goal for the Huskies
after reaching the NCAA Elite
Eight last year.
The NCC will probably take
three teams to the regionals and
with NDSU, Nebraska-Omaha and
Augustana College under three
losses for the season, the Huskies'
chances are slim.
"It was a tough match t0 lose,"
Glowatzke said. "It seemed
apparent that after the match the
players appeared to take it hard,
especially the seniors because
coming into this year it was their
goal to make it back to the
regionals."
SCSU will finish out the season
this weekend on the road, beginning
Friday night at the University of
South Dakota and Saturday night at
Morningside College.
'The seniors still want to go out
and play well this weekend,"
Selbitschka said. "You can never
give up . because anything Can
happen. But realistically it's
probably over after this weekend."

WHACK

Husky running back Randy

by Kerry Collins

Martin cut the Maverick lead to 147 with a one-yat;d touchdown run of

SPORT$ EDITOR

Speed kills, and the University ~~ri~;n to ; iose the first-half
of Nebraska - Omaha -slayed the
The third quarter posed more
SCSU football squad's playoff
chances using quickness to hand the problems for the Huskies as UNO
· rattled off 14 unanswered points,
Huskies a 30-19 loss Saturday.
'They certainly had some good widening the lead . to 28-7.
speed," said
SCSU
junior McPhaull added a 16-yard
linebacker Jeremy Sinz. "They touchdown run and Maverick
were everywhere and they were quarterback Ed Thompson scored
on a one-yard scaniper.
good."
"(McPhaull) gave us a lot of
The Maverick defense also gave
the Huskies problems, which led to trouble all day," Sinz said. "He had
some good chances offensively for excellent size and speed to go with
iL After he got going he was quite a
UNO.
"They were very, very good load to bring down."
SCSU's uphill battle continued
defensively and we just couldn't
move the football," said SCSU as the Huskies had a pair of
head coach Noel Martin. "As a touchdowns called back.
··-rhe officials signalled the
result, they got some good field
touchdown in one instance and then
position."
After a scoreless first quarter, took it away," Noel Martin said.
the Mavericks popped out to a 14-0 "Then (senior quarterback) Todd
lead when running back Melvin (Bouman) threw a touchdown pass
McPhaull plunged in from one yard but they said he had crossed the line
out and receiver Jake Young dashed of scrimmage, so we lost a couple
to a 63-yard punt return for a of opportunities there."
Despite the tough calls, Sinz
touchdown soon after.
'They got the first touchdown said the Huskies should blame
and then the punt return really themselves for the defeat.
broke our backs," Martin said. 'The
scores were so quick and suddenly
we were down."
Go TO MAVS, PAGE 9 •
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Mavs

Husky Sports Scoreboard
WCIIA HOCUY

=

~

Cont. l'l,.<>=,11

...6-o--0

North Dakoia

12

6-0-0

Minnesou-Du!uth ....... 3-1-0

6

4-2-0

Colorado CoUege .........3-3-0

6
6

3-3-0

,-3-0

6

3-3-0

NonhemMichigan .......2-4-0

2-5-1

St.Cloud State . . ....... 2-2-0
Michigan Tech ........2-4-0
Denver... .......... .......1-3-0
Alaska-Anchorage ........ 1-3-0

2

4-2--0
5-4-0
3-3-0
3-3-0

Minnesota ............. .. .... 3-3-0
Wi5consin ................... 3-3-0

frlday og IR Bewlts

scsu 6, Colorado College 3

Michigan Tech 3, Alaska-Anchontge I

Goulet 3 (Mari.sluen, Paradise), 13,48; 3. CC
- Needham I (Au&in, S. Swan.son), 15,37.
Second Period: 4. CC Rud I
(Gudmundson, lliring), 1:32, ppg: 5. SCSU
- Paradise: 2 (Parrish, O'Connel0, 10:37,

KarµIn),lJ:21.

HUSKIE'i 30, NORTHERN COLORADO 20

~
Minric:sota-Duluth at St. Cloud Slate
North Dakota at Minnesota
Wisconsin at Northern Michigan
Michigan Tech at /Jaska·Anchorage
ColoraOO College at Denver

.

Oo:nver 4,Clarkson2

HUSKIES 6, COlORADO COUfGE 2

1bW Perioo:5. CC ,- Gudmundson 2
(unassi.~ed), 9:38; 6. CC - Elfring l (Ru<l,
Ilodtker), 12:45, ppg; 7. CC - Kryway 3

___,
2

I

3-6

CC ... . . . . ........ ............. !

SCSU

I

1-3

S<oringFU'St Period: I. SCSU - J. Goulet 2
(Vicari, Marisruen), 9:45, ppg; 2. SCSU - J.

(Swanson. Needham), 13:12; 8. SCSU Parrish 3 (unas.s~<;ted), 16:00; 9. CC Petersen 3 (Bodlker, Rud), 9,17, ernpty net.
Shots:SCSU 4-17-7-28; CC 13-16-13--

0

12-19

rua).

SCSU - Manin l run.
tblnlqu,rttt
UNO~ McPhaull 16 run (Kosel kick)
UNO - Thompson I run ~ I kick)
Fowili quanaUNO - Safety• ball snapped over head
of punter and out of end zone.
SCSU- McKinney 17 pass from Bomr.an

~

Denver at Colorado College

NCC FOOTUU. ""'""'""'""

=-""""""""'

cc _ _ _ _ _ 1

Minllt:50ta 6, Wisconsin 1

14 14 2 -30

North Dakota at Minnesola
Wl5C005in at Northern Michigan

SCSU ....... ............ ... ........ 1

Saluaier Oct 19 Bewlts
Color.WO C.ollege 6, SCSU 3
North Dakotl 5, Northern Michigan 0
Alaska-Anchorage 3, Michigan Tech 2

7

UNO ........ ... ........0

Minneso1a-Thiluth at St. Cloud Stare

Michigan Tech at Alaska-Anchorage

___,_

scsu ... ..., ................0

SCORINGFirstquarttt: No scoring.
,Second quaner. UNO - McPhaull 1 run
•Ocickfail)
UNO - Young 63 JXlnl return (McPhlm!!

~

Shots: SCSU 7-7-8---22; CC 9-22-15--46.
Goahcndc:r5:SCSU-Leitza(4Jsavcs,3
goals); CC- Lambert (11 saves, 6 goals),
Cugnt1(5 saves, no goals)
Power play: scsu 2-7; CC 1-13.

COWRADO COUF.GE 6, HUSKIF.S 3
1 l -3
1 4- 6
First Period: L CC - Petersen 2
(Bodtker, V:'J.ldo), 10:34: SCSU - Molin 5
(Cullen, De~O, 19: 10.
Second Period:3. CC - Peten;on I
(Elfring), 7:43, ppg; 4. SCSU - Molin 6
(o·Connell, CuUen).

W15COO.Sill3,Minnes«al

Mankato State 44, August.ma 243
North Oak((:!. 23, Morningside 13
North Dakoo Sia1e 59, South Dakota 20

Goaltenders: SCSU - Lideen (36 saves,
5 goals); CC - Cugnet (25 saves, J goal-;).
Power play: SCSU 0-8; CC P :

PP1l
.
Thlrd .Pcdod: 6. SCSU - Vicari 2
(unas.si.sted), l:J'J, shg; 7. SCSU- DeWolf2
lCUllen), 2:18: 8. P:mish 2 (unassisted), 4:35,
shg; 9. CC - Needham 2 (lohnson,

NorthDakotI3,NorthemMichigan2
Denver3,Clarkson0

42

Nebraska-Omaha ... .... 6-1 ...........8-1

South Oak((:!. sure .
South Dakota.
Nonhem Colorado
Nonh Dakcta
Nonh Oak((:!. State
St. Cloud State .
Mankato State ..
Augustana
Morningside ..

Satunfml

0g.

. . 5·2 ........6-3

.. 4-3

6-3

(passfail}.

SCSU -

•
Sinz 55 fumble recovery (pass

fail)

.. 4-3 ···· ·······6-3

INDIVIDUAL SfATS-

. 4-3 • • •·· ..5-3
• • 4-3
.. .5-3

Passing: SCSU - Bouman 15-32-0 157:
UNO-Thompson 7-16-1 135

· · 3-4 ···· ··· ..4-5
· · · 3-4 ···· ·· ... .4-5

Rushing SCSU--Manin 33-118. Bouman
11-71 , Williams 3--9; UNO - McPhaull 22·
109; Thompson 1346, Spears 4-13.
Herdzina4-0.
Receiving: SCSU - McKinney 4-07,
Flanigan 8-63, Reitan 1-1 4, Hillman 1-12,
Manin 1-1; U)'<O - Jenkin'i 3-58, Young 240, Jones 1-26, Good l-11..

• 2-5 ... • • -3-6
· 0-7 ..
1-8

26 Besutt,

Nebraska-Omaha 30, St. Cloud Slate 19
Nonhem Colorado 21, South Dakoia
State 6

PAGES

''The calls didn'l help our
siluation any, bul ,before that we
could have dOne some things," Sinz
said. "We just didn' t get the job
done and they had an excellent
team."
The.Maverick defense also held
the Husky offense at bay for most
of the evening. Randy Martin was
held to only 48 yards) his lowest
output of the season.
The loss puts the Huskies at 3-4
in the North Central Conference
and 4-5 overall.
UNO continues to lead the NCC
with a 6-1 mark, and is 8-1 overall.
The defeat virtually erases the
Husky playoff hopes, but, SCSU
could still finish high in the NCC.
'"Things are still happening to
where we could still finish high in
the conference," Noel Martin said.
The Huskies host Augustana
College at noon Saturday, and have
to take on a new role with- the
playoffs out of the picture.
"We're not going to quit," Sinz
said. "We just have to play the role
of the spoiler now. We have to win
these last two games."

Group Coun,;eling Prograrn,;:
Wint.er Quart.er

·P!-1 f(A)
A~4r fA~

SLPPORI GROY?S:
•ADD/ADHD
• Bulimia
• Non-traditional Students
• Single Parents

N~"'I/J.(
Did you read t he

PLUS GRClU?S CN
• Assertiveness Training
• Career & Life Planning
• Depression Management
• Grief
• Healthy Relationships
• Self-Esteem
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Department of Aviation (#57)
HH2l6 255-2!07
Web page: http:\\www.stcloud.msus.edu\aviation
Email: aviation@tiggcr.stcloud.msus.edu
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General Education Classes
• Still need classes W97?
• Looking for interesting topics?
Want to learn abOut careers in Aviation?
Then enroll in one of the following courses:
TECH 101
AERONAUTICS I (How does that airplane fly?)

Sec

Days

Time

Room

OJ
02

M-W-R-F
M-T-R-F

1000-1050
I 100-1150

HH214
HH214

TECH 207

AIR TRANSPORTATION (So that's how they get those
flights in on time !)

Sec
OJ
02

Days

Time

M-;-R-f

~~~~:2 0

(f1 .n[atN~
metus
6T. CLOUD
28 Fifth Ave. South
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301

Room

o;; o ~~:~~

Ask any Aviation faculty about careers and majors
in the challenging & exciting field of Aviation!

(320)251-2569

We

M

and sell used

Compact Discs
Cassettes
Videos
Leather Jackets

Hours:
Mon. - Fri.IO a.m -9 a.m.
Sat. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 11 a.m. -6 p.m

■
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Champ's Crowned for ·Fall Events
;

byToddKarich

, - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - ~ - - -

100% hitting. 12-Pack. captained
by Marty Czech, won the 'B' league
title. On the Women's side Andra

REC WRITER

Carlson and Holes/Hill showed the
seasoned experience Of a team that
played together for IOyears on their
way to the crown in the Women's
'A' division. Liz Hlauka led the
Violent Femmes to the title in the
'B' division. On October 5th,
Campus Recreation hosted the CoRec 2 on 2 Volleyball Tournament
at the Halenbeck Fieldhouse. Ryan
Schnabel and Robbi Hamilton won
the 9 team double elimination
tournament.

With the cold temperatures
starting to kick in, we have come
upon the end of the fall quarter.
Soon fina ls will be taken and

another quarter will be gone,
however, at Campus Recreation we
have new champions to talk about,
and future events to look foward to.

Flag Football
Towanls the end of the season
the teams had to really start battling
the elements, along with their
opponents. In the Mens 'A' division
the predicted favorite, 'Ron Jenny'
was upset in the early rounds
allowing a number of teams a shot
at the title. An unidentified source
tells me that the weather affected a
number of teams, possibly a reason
for the downfall of the tournament
champs. With the door wide open
Jack Ol$0n led the Dawgs to their
first title, allowing them to
represent S.C.S.U. at the national
tournament in New Orleans. " Our

WHAT'S
HAPPENING AT
REC SPORTS

Pre-season
Tourney

Hockey

Entries Due: Tuesday, Nov. 13
Play Begins: Monday, Dec. 2

Racquet Sports

..
,
, ate Larsen,
Matt Rob, Aaron Wieher, Jarvis Laventure, Mike Hilleshiem, Matt Parent, Matt Stueber & Tori Holt
team really came ready to play ",
said Olson. They will have to be
ready when they go to New Orleans
and play against the nation's best.
Jeff Hentges captained The GOOOs
to the Mens 'B' title and, on the

Women's side Tracie Beauchan and
812 were the champs. With over 60
teams playing in this years league
we thank all of those that
participated.

Volleyball
The courts were being tom up at
Halenbeck with 34 teams and 4
divisions of play. Thunder prevailed
as the Mens 'A' champs, with Matt
Robb leading the way with his

Pre-season Tourneys

;Our 30 c'fiiS.iis to Cfwos, from;

Starts New Events
by Rec Sports Staff

As finals are fastly approaching,
we here at Campus Recreation are
starting to prepare for the events that
kick off with the beginning of the
Entries Due: Tuesday, Nov.13
winter quarter. The annual pre-season
Play Begins: Monday, Dec. 2
Hockey and Basketball tournaments
will start on December 2nd, with the
entries being due no later then
Three Point Shootout
Wednesday, November 13th at 5 p.m.
Entries Due; lime of Event
Play Begins: Tuesday, Dec. 10 The Hockey Tournament will consist
of four 4 team pools with the top team
advancing to the single elimination
team tournament of the divisional
Preseason Boot Hockey four
winners. The first 16 men·s teams,
Emrics Due: Wed., Dec. 11
and 4 women's teams to register will
Play Begins: Sat., Dec. 14
be eligible to play, so get your entries
in right away." The pre-season
Basketball
Tournament will provide
Indoor Soccer League
leagues for both men and women.
Entries Due: Wed., Dec. 18
Teams will be placed in four team
Play Begins: Monday, Jan. 6
pools with the leaders of each pool
playing in a single elimination playoff.
Playoffs for both events will be
League Basketball
. held when classes resume after the
Entries Due: Wed., Dec. 18
Play Begins: Mon., Jan. 6

Pre-season
Tourney

B-Ball

?(_,w 'l{t.Sisltlna 'u/.lUJ""'"'
Jnr.ludintF 'l{t.Sisltlna 1Jarufs

;
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Future Events
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: $10 Stzukms
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PuQ]larter

\

............................
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I
Campus Recreatio~ is seeking
I
dividuals who would be interested I
I
in officiating basketball. Experience I

referred, but not necessary. For
rther information, contact Rec

· . ;~

w,wr,,.s

{tide w.- Ij:;:,.

~
Other events taking place in
>UTO-!lJO:(
December include the Three
Point Shootout, and the pre-season
..................
Boot Hockey Tournament These
events will be the warm up for a whole
\ c,1);,fy )
host of activities that will be taking
:
,:
place in January. Each intramural
event allows for the winners to
recieve the Intramural champion TGood luck
shirt. This years design is nothing
short of spectacular and with all the
have a great
eventsthereisachancethatyoucould
bring one home.
Every Wednesday, Special
Don't waste any more time. Ike I Price on pitchers of
advantage of the oppertunity to get I margaritas and "
~ -~
some _exercise_ and compete in a I nachos.
recreat1onalenv1ronment.
I
~

HELP WANTED:

orts at 255-3325

;
:

···············································;.·

Christmas break. Mandatory captains
meetings will be held for both events
on Thursday, Nov. 14 at 5:00 pm.
Offical entry into the leagues will be at
the captain's meetings, so clear your
schedule.

===================

Questions:.255-3325

On October 16th the Fieldhouse
was red hot as 19 people showed up
to test their talents in the
Racquetball Singles Tourney. Rick
Jones won the 'A' title, and
Mohammad Azam won the 'B' title.
Turning to the outside, Jim Huneke
and Chris Canniff won the selfpaced Tennis Doubles Tournament.
Congratulations 10 all the
champions, and to the rest of you,
keep striving to attain the shirt.

students,
school year
Home of the famous
margarita.

~n .,
.U 'Ull r/ I"

,(fJ.~

Rl!STA-T

~
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FREE NACHOS
and

FREE FRIED ICE CREAM
Value up to $5.40

With purchase of 2 Super Burritos
or 2 Taco Salads.
509 Mall Germain• 252-7134
Offer not good with any other offer or dtscount
Coupon expires December 1 1996
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Reg. $283.00.

Reg. $488.00.

Reg. $508.00.

SALE

SALE

SALE

'134.97

s2s9.97

s279.97

SAVE $148..05

SAVE $228.0!

Junior Rosslgnol

Atomic

SICIPad<age

SICIPad<age

• Roalgnol STj (90• 1iO)
• Salojnon Quadrax
3_Binding

• Atomic AXC3
• Salomon Quad

SAVE $22&0!
Rasslgnol
SICIPad<age
• Roulgnol STA .
-~060

• Coll Junior Pole
• Mounting and
Prep
• Gel the Kids

• CollCompP

5 Binding

Quodrax5
Bind!

Involved In
the Sport
You Love

Reg. $633.00.

SALE

$384.97
SAVE $248.0!

SAVE $12&0!

Atomic

Rosstgnol

ROSSlgnol

Super-Sldecilt
SICIPaekage

SUper-Sldecut

SICIPaekage

Sid Package

• Rossignol Viper S Ski

• Atomic Megacarv

• Rossignol Cut

• Salomon Suspension

X424Ski
• Salomon Quadra
600Binding
•Atomic ATC
Pole
• Try the New
SUper·Sidec
Technology

10.4Skl
• Rossignol F

or Salomon
Quadrax7
Binding

• Rossignol
Qubic P

• SuperSidec

Skit
Maxi
Fun!

897 Comp. Binding
• Rossignol Composite
Pole

• Mounting and
Prep
• You Love to Ski.
Ski the Best
with Rossignol's
Oualtec
Technology
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SAVE $104.04
-Alplna
Ski Pacl<age
•
•
•
•
•
•

oos'l.J
121
!Hllrnergy$

kl-Overlap De .
iJ(IIUSlable B

k~. .

i: $399.9
;: ,:rt= . • ;;: · " ·

;::

• Mtil.l/lper

!,c;, fl)( AII-M<lUl!laln
c,ble'll,luminum.,

es

...

erted Overlap and;

Asr.~mit1:1c:a1 t in' ·

Alpine Approach Ski
75mm Binding
Alpine Blaze Bao!
Alpine 102 Baal
Alpine ACS Pole
Fun and Fitness tor
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. PANTS
WITH PURCHASE OF PARKA

• Marmot • Spyder
• Edgetech • Edelweiss
• Pearlizumi • VO Max
• KochXC • Lowe Alpine

Thermal
Face Protection

'12.99

.....251.11
~~@@
PAIR OF

GATORS

\

~ utd?or
Res_ecjlrCh
Gore-Tex
Modular Mitts

$56.99

Bolle&. Smith
Goggles
Sta:ing

~7.99

IL,

Uquid
Formula
131

Recycler
Mercury
Zebra 122 .
Twin

~~~~~

.Jj

Molly Limited

Rouignol

Rossignol
Rooster

Oxygen
XE40

Molly

Dragon or

Sc()(){>

Viper

~ ~~

mJfil:J

~. .
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University Prog~mming Board's Outings and
Recreation committee helped make possible a trip
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in belaying (securing the c\imbecatthoend of the Jum
rope) and climbing for three hours Saturday rnght. ~

PcrtRSUN

~

,..

'A

C

L
E.
N
D
E
A

V
0

R
Kristi Boudreau searches for her next handhold.

$

Above, Stevie Lavato looks to the ground for advice. Below,
Adnan Masood climbs a column. Top right, a double figure-eight
knot is tied to the harness before attempting a climb.
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Newest play shocks, explores human nature
by Robert Kraemer
STAFF WRITER

"I like to describe it as the 100th
anniversary of the 'shit' heard
'round the world," said Brenda
Wentworth, assistant professor of

theatre studies and director of ·onc
of the fall quarter plays, '1Jbu the
ipng."

Written by Alfred Jarry, the
play was first staged on

December 11,
1896. The
comicaJ perfonnance was a riot literally.

It was the first time
that profanity was used on the stage
and its presence sent the
audience into a fist~fighting
rampage after only the first word of
the play, "shit," or merdre in
French, as it was originally
performed.
The play is of the avant
garde genre, meaning that its
intent is to be outrageous and
eccentric by comparison to its
melodramatic counterparts of the
period,
The play was considered far
ahead of its time because its format
had no technical dramatic name

until I96 I when Martin Esslin
developed the term "Theatre of the
Absurd."
At the beginning of each year
the directing members of the staff in
the theatre department assemble to
discuss the plays that each has in
mind to direct for the upcoming
year,
Wentworth described how she
had read "Ubu the King" about 15
years ago in graduate school and it
had been part of her "to do" list ever
since.
The play, though not intended
to have deep emotional or
politicaJ messages, is about vices

Stott Anderson/STAFF PH<JTOGRAPHF.R

Pa Turd, junior Trevor Torseth, and Ma Turd, senior lim McCarthy, rehearse a scene from "Ubu the King," which opened Monday,
that human beings have; · faults,
Managed by Jaimie Johnson,
or moral failings. Wentworth. junior and theatre major, the show
noted that these imperfections are has been in rchearsaJ since midmost present in the character Pa
September.
Johnson's
Turd, played by junior Trevor responsibilities as stage manager
Torseth.
included organizing auditions,
running rehearsals for both the cast
"Everyone
can
take and technicaJ crew as well as the
~mething
from
Pa Turd other crews involved in the
because we have all been dishonest. production.
weak, vulnerable, and selfish at
some point in our lives," said
"I
would describe this
Wentworth.
show as off-the-wall, funny,

absurd, loud and bawdy," said
Johnson.
Wentworth expressed her
happiness with the cast's ability to
pull together the physical comedy
to match that of the written dialogue
as many of the stage directions were
fragmented and vague.
The queen, Ma Turd, is played
by Tim McCarthy, senior, to
compliment the irreverent nature of
the play. Though it was purely

accidental, similar instances occur
in which actors were cast with little
attention given to gender.
"I had mixed emotions
about
being
Cast
as
a
female character. '· I thoiight it
would be fun but I thought
my talent as an actor wouldn't
be noticed," McCarthy said.

Go TO UBU, PAGE 18 •
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'To live is to change,
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• New York Style Pizza
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Fundraiser explores history, promotes future
by Kristin Smith
ON-LJNE E()ITOR

The triumphant marching
sounds of the late John Philip
Sousa's music could be heard in
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium
Saturday at the · SCSU Wind
Ensemble's fundraising concert in
memorium of the I00th year
anniversary of Sousa's "Scars and
Stripes Forever."
The SCSU Wind Ensemble,
recognized in the upper midwest
for its frequent performances at
professional conventions, is using
funds generated from the Sousa
concert to help pave the way
southward to the La Fiesta Concert
Tour in Mexico.
Richard Hansen, associate
professor of music and director of
bands at SCSU, said the main
purpose of the trip is to assist the
Mexicans in developing a music
education program.
Currently there are no programs
of this type available in Mexico,
but the Mexicans are eager to start
mandating music in public schools.
"They certainly have the ability
and enthusiasm, but they lack the
know-how and the means in which
to do it. That's where we come in,"
Hansen explained.
Hansen and other participants
on the tour will extend their
expertise in the field to help
instruct the Mexicans on how to
teach and develop comprehensive
music programs in public schools.
In addition to mandating music
in public schools, the Mexicans
also expressed interest in learning
how to form bands. A guest on the
tour, SCSU alumnus Bruce
Pearson, plans on teaching the
Mexicans how to start bands using
"Standards of Excellence," a
world-renowned beginning band
book which he wrote himself.
AJso going on the Mexican tour
are the SCSU Wind and Jazz
Ensembles, music department
support staff, artist clinicians,
graduate students and guests such
as ·soon Miller, who wrote a piece
called "Fanfare for Timpani and
Wind Ensemble," which will
premiere during the · feature
performances.
Many items for the tour are
being · donatcil
by
area
establishments, such as Schmitt
Music Company, the Minnesota
Band Directors Association, and

scsu.

"We're bringing old unifonns,
old music, and used instruments to
help get the Me,dcans started," said
Jill Pattock, a senior at SCSU and
principal clarinet player for the
Wind Ensemble.
While in Mexico, the SCSU
Ensembles plan on playing ~veral
venues including the National
Conservatory of Music, National
School of Music, Santa Prisca
Church, Superior School of Music,
Colonial Museum, and the
Acapulco Amphitheater, plus a
benefit concert at the Caritas
Organization.

Probably the highlight of the
tour in regard to perfonnances is
the simultaneous broadcast of the
Sousa concert that was performed
last weekend here on campus on
both the National Radio Institute in
Mexico and MinnCsota Public
Radio.
The concert was videotaped live
and is being sent ahead of time for

the Mexicans to see as a preview.
"It lets the Mexicans know the

Americans are coming!" Hansen
said with ·a smile.

"And it also

gives them a look at our musical
style and heritage."
The concert last Saturday
featured classical pieces, operettas,
Mexican music ,selections and of

course some of Sousa's legendary
marches. The Wind Ensemble

came dressed in late 19th century
garments, many of which were
provided
by
the · Theater
Department at SCSU.

John Philip Sousa is an
imIX)rtant part of both wind band

history and American heritage. He
was one of the most sought after
conductors in the early 20th
century, attracting the finest
musicians from all over America.

Sousa's dignified and spirited

music has drawn large crowds ever
since the dawning of his infamous
band.
A somewhat humorous but
distinguishing factor about Sousa's
concerts were the programs.
"Most of the songs performed
during the concerts didn't appear
in
the
program
because
audience
members
would
continually be shouting out
things like, 'play the Washington
Post!"' Corey Maiers, senior and
baritone saxophonist, said.

Scott Amlerson!SrAFF PH/lTOGRAPHF.R

Trombone player Eric Ringeison, senior, solos during the Sousa and his Band performance on
Saturday night in Kimbe~y A. Ritsche Audttorium. Richard Hansen conducted the ensemble.

COKATA UPO!
COME TO THE CENTER

Thus, the unwritten tradition
that Sousa's marches became
encores in between his conducting ,
of classical pieces and operettas.
Songs such as "Easter Monday on
the White House Lawn," "Semper
Fidelis," "El Capican," and "Stars
and Stripes Forever" were
performed in last Saturday's
concert but didn't happen to make
the program.
Overall, the Sousa tribute
concert was a success, and
members of both the Wind
Ensemble and the audience
seemed
pleased
with
the
performance.
"It went very well," Maiers
said. "If we hadn't brought [the
audience] to their feet, we
couldn't have said we'd done our
job."

The Wind Ensemble is an
audition--0nly
concert
band
that represents the best wind·
and
percussion
students
on campus.
"It's a great group. This year is
the peak of the last three or four
years - I think it's the best we've
ever sounded," said junior Andrew
Kopp, who plays alto saxophone.

A kick-off concert for the
Mexican Tour entitled "La Fiesta!
Band Festival" will take place on
Feb. ·1 at 8 p.m. in KAR
Auditorium. Students, faculty, and
the community are encouraged to
attend.
The trip to Mexico will not be
all work and no play.
The last three days of the tour
are to be spent in Acapulco,
enjoying the sun and sand, maybe
playing a little music, but overall
celebrating their efforts of a job
well done.
'
For more information on
upcoming concerts or events, visit
the Wind Ensemble's Internet site
at http://www.stcloud.msus.edu/
-windband or contact the
Music Department at 255-3223 ."

Come and see the 12 fascinating performers that
have brought the extraordinary Sioux culture to
audiences throughout the world!
Indians and non-Indians are invited to experience the
holistic view of the Lakota Sioux people.

Wednesday, November 6, 1996
7:30 p.m. - Ritsche Auditorium
St. Cloud State University
Tickets: $5.00
Tickets can be purchased in advance aJ Atwood Center Main Desk
and the SCSU American Indian Center. Tickets will also be
available at the door.
Sponsored by the SCSU American Indian Center in cooperation with the Affirmative
Action Office, American Heritage National Bank, College of Fine Arts, District 742
community Schools, First Nation's People, Human Relations Department, Si. Cloud
Area American Indian Center, University Organizations, Volunteer Link, SCSU
Women's Center and SCSU Cultural Diversity funds.
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"I wanted my character to be funny because
of what. I was doing with the character
rather than just because I was a guy

playing the role of a woman."
"Ubu the King" is one of two plays
produced and perfonned at SCSU this year
that were entered in the' American College

Theatre Festival.
The other show, pcrfonncd thi s fall,
entered was "'The Blindfolcf' which ended its
week•long run Saturday, October 26.
If selected the cast will participate in
the regional competition held in Cedar

Falls, Iowa in January.
1be play deemed best in the nation is
awarded the opportunity to perform at the
Kennedy Center on the American College
campus in Washington, D.C.
The

national

ccimpetition

involves

judging and oral critique as well as a
registration fee.
The judging will take place during
Wednesday's performance, and will be done
by Kay Robinson ofBemidji State University.
The ca_st's oral critique for "Ubu the King"

,

will be done after Friday's perfonnance by
Paul Hustoles of Mankato State Universit)'..
The 'cast just recently completed
their week of technical and dress reheat'sals
and opened Monday, November 4.
The show runs through Saturday,
November 9 and can be seen al 8 p.m. on the
Arena Stage located in the basement of the
Perfonning Arts Center.
"Everyone in the cast is doing a
fantastic job. We have a lot of
enthtlsiastic and creative actors who took
their roles and ran with it," said Torseth.
Tickets are available to students and staff
free of charge and can be obtained in the box
office 16cated in the PAC.
·
Box office hours are Monday
through Friday IO am. to 2 p.m. and reopens
at 7 p.m. the night of each perfonnani.:e.
Auditions for upcoming productions,
"Watch on the Rhine" by Lilian Hellman and
"Echoes", a student directed play, are
scheduled for November 12 at 7 p.m. in the
Arena Stage.

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Trevor Torseth, junior,.portrays Pa Turd In "Ubu the King." Brenda Wentworth is
directing the production which was translated from French and runs
November 4 until November 9.
·

PRINCIPLESolSOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING

SLOWER

ITRAFFIC
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Your s uppo rt keeps lifesaving
research in the fast lane.
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

Are you a

frugal
gourmet?

EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ON?
. T °tnatn!t:r:::i::: :1m~:t:v:~~:r:n;:~:~~-orBut
just how qualified are all these ex:perts?
Peace of mind about your future comes from solid
planning. From investments and services designed and
managed with your needs and retirement security
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and ·services
TIAA-CREF has been providing for more than 75 years.

WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.
Our c~unselors are trained retirement professionals
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're
treated as the unique person you are, .with special needs .
and concerns about retirement. And that makes for an
understanding, comfortable relationship.
With TIAA-CREF, you have plenty of choice and
Aex:ibility in building your retirement nest-egg - from
TlAA's guaranteed traditional annuity to the investment
opportunities of CRE F's seven variable annuity accounts.

And we're nonprofit, so our expense c~arges are
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual fund
indu~tries. 0 That means more of y our money is where it
should be - working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension
system in the world, based on assets under management
- managing more than $150 billion in assets for more
than one and a half million people throughout the nation.

TIAA-CREF,
THE CHOICE THAT MAKES SENSE.
It's tough to wade through all the "advice" to find a
reliable pension plan provider. But as a member of the
education and research community, your best choice is
,simple: TIAA-CREF. Because when it comes to helping
you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to
more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-CREF can
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment
Hotline at l 800 842~2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM
• S1.and.r.n:l & l>oor"• lnou ranee Rating Analysis, /Wj; Lipp,r A,,,./y1iar{ Stf'WU.,, /,,e., Ll~r-Di r=tor• Analyt ical Data. 1995 (Q,,,,rin/y).
CRll' ttrlij~/,., a~ Ji.,t,iJ,,,1,J j y TIM-CREF J,.J;,,,;l,,,,f d /NiilutWl#f s,,...;a~.

We Deliver OelteK>US to Your Door'

25)-996)
8 N. 5TH AVE

ST. CLOUD

JEFF'S
TOTAL BODY
PIERCING
'?~~~~~,(.!:'

'bcl
PROFESSIONAL
MASTER PIERCER - JEFF
60 MAIN ST. E., RICE, MN 56367
14 mi north of St. Cloud on
West us 10 turn left at fasting
l!~hl four blocks on rett

For Appointment or
Consultation
Call (320) 393-2654
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Universitl.J Program Board Presents:
{:h

I/PH Off!(<' /\twood ( e1Jlt'r I IB
Mrnid,111 I nd,H/ S <l ni 4 Wpm
/>hon(' 2'3'> 220'i

~

//01.11 ~

l!I

PAl~~l~~~~~

Films
"This Ain"t Video" International Film Series
C(l·spons~rtdwirhTl!t'~portmtnt(l(ftJtarrtamfflJmsrud;u

*Barefoot Gen~ (Japan. 1983. Keiji Nakazawa) 7 p.m. Not.!. 7
A master work of Japanese an/mar/on. Chis film 1rl/s !he autobiographical
storv of rhe Hiroshima bombing through the eves of a boy who li11rd
through the tragedy . The harrowing. disturbing imagery is NOT
·
recommended for children.
This film is shown in Ritsche Auditorium
*Se nse and Sensibililv* (PG)
7 p.m . Nov. 8. JO: 9:30 p.m. Nou. 9
-ochello- (PG)
9:30 p.m. No11. 8: 7 p.m. No u. 9; 3 p.m . Nov. 10

OUCiJ)GS/
_Rg
Free Rec Night
7-10 p.m. NOP. 5
Atwood Rec Center

Atwood Theater - Admittance with SCSU ID

POsicion OPED
Miss/ssipj,i Music Fest Coordinator
Responsibility: Coordinate the Mississippi Music
Fest at Riverside Parlz on May 4. 1997
Applications: Due 4 p.m . No1•. 8. in Arwood JJS

You are required to come to
the Student Services Office to
obtain your ACCESS CODE,
THE DAY BEFORE YOU ARE
SCHEDULED TO REGISTER.

SPOCliGhc
i::
Election Night
Special Featuring Storyhill
(formerly Chris and Johnny)
J
.
. 8 p.m. Nov. ~ The ~uarry
.
: We will report electron results while you listen to the great gu,rar and :
:
vocal sounds of Storyhi/1.
:
L---------- - ----------- - --------- . - ---------------- ---- J
i::

!

....••.......••........•.........•......
ViSUA.L ARCS
Oceanworks/Mixed Media
By Fred Polesak
Ongoing until Dec. in the Arwood Gallery
Gallery Hours: Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Hand Painted Sillz by Mareth Sullivan
Closes on Nov. 7
In the Atwood Ballroom Display Cases

Advisers wil be available in BB 123,
8 a.m. - 4 p .m .
Starting October 28 ·
for Winter Quarter 1997

88.1 KVSC Program guide
Time

Monday

I

I

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

5:30-6am

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

BLUES BEFORE SUNRISE

6:00 am
7:00 am
FRETS
FOLK.
MUSIC

MORNING SHOW
Fresh morning music.
news, sports and weather.

8:00 am

ECLECTIC
BREAKFAST

~

9:00 am
10:00am

THRIVING
ONA
RIFF

JAZZ.EOmON

TRAJ:zz_TIONAL

11:00am

MOANING SHOW

12:00pm
NEWSWATCH
SHOW
WITHOUT
A NAME

1:00pm
PROGRESSIVE ROCK
Spend your afternoon with KVSC's
btendolprogressivemusic.

2:00 pm
3:00 pm
4:00 pm
5:00 pm
6:00 pm

~

ICOLWTERSPINIHU~~s

DIVERSIONS

News, weather and inlormaiion. plus an
ANISHINABE 1 - - - - eclectic mix of Jazz. blues, reggae
INEWEWIN C£ASE&OESIST andmore.
ALTERNATIVE

8:00 pm

THE

9:00 pm

AREA

10:00pm

REGGAE
SUNSPLASH

NEWS EDITION .---------.

7:00 pm

KvSc

L--

-

~

WHOLE
LOTTA

~ BLUES

THE BIG
BEAT
MODERN
TRADITIONAL

ACIO~AZZ

SISTERS
FEMALE

ARTISTS

r-:=:NEWS
WORLD ~
BEAT l'flOTI1E MllSIC

I

SOUL
STROLL
GRANITE CITY
ROCK CAFE

CLASSIC
ROCK&
ROLL

PROGRESSIVE ROCK

MOKl"YNIGHf
11:00pm

yotu music altern:ative
Contact us at KVSC through the usual channels.
Phone:
255-3053
Website:
www.kvsc,org
E-mail:
kvsc@Tigger.stcloud.msus.edu
Address:
27 Stewart Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301

=

~~-

12:00am
1:00am
2-5:30am

M"

TECHNODOME

CLASSIC ROCK
FEATURED ARTIST SPOTLIGHT (11 :00 TO 12:00) BACKTRACK
PROGRESSIVE
ROCK
.

~ GRANITE ~ CLASSIC

~=NT$

PUNK ROCK

KVSC OVERNIGHT

;6~K
CAFE

ROCK&
ROLL

INSOMNIA HEAVEN

Editorial Board
Eric J. Hedlund
Ryan Voz
Monica Erion

Shannon Swanson
Lloyd Dalton
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EDITORIAL

Boschwitz avoids
important ·i ssues
Rudy Boschwitz's latest attack on Paul Wellstone on the
issue of flag burning is exac~ly the type_ of attack that is
unnecessary before elections.
This type of attack -is an avoidance of issues that are of more
relevance to the public.
At a minimum, flag burning may be deemed by some an
irresponsible desecration of an American icon, by others it is
deemed freedom of expression protected by the First
Amendment.

Tore~ iron workers spoke in the media about possible flag
burning by Wellstone. Missing from the infonnation was
whether anyone ever saw Wellstone bum a flag, when it would
have happened and where it would have happened. Substance
was lacking in the accusation.
Having the three iron workers speak on television against
Wellstone is a continuation of Boschwitz 's undesirable
campaign tactics. Instead of posing Wellstone as a liberal
hippie, he has posed Wellstone as a liberal flag burner.
Wellstone has made the right move by not responding to
Boschwitz's ludicrous tactics. But ariiazingly Boschwitz's
tirades against Wellstone have managed to yield Boschwi~
some electoral support.
Boschwitz's irresponsibility raises some serious concerns
about his character. When people vote, will they remember the
news coverage of the three iron workers, followed a few days
later by Boschwitz giving a speech amidst several American
flags, or will people pursue more substantive issues like health,
education and taxes?

EDITORIAL

ACS should beef up
computer system
In many ways· we, as members of the campus community,
have it made when it comes to computer access.
, We pay a pittance each quarter for unlimited access to the
Internet. We get e-mail, access to FfP archives, World Wide
Web access and space for our own Web pages. Compared to the
amount of money one would spend on such access from a
commercial server, we're making a killing.
However, the service does have its problems.
The popularity of the university's computer services,
especially the use of e-mail, has explode.cl. The Tigger computer
system, on which the majority of the campus' e-mail accounts
are located, seems ready to buckle under the pressure.
"Lag," a tenn commonly-used on the Internet, refers to .
whenever computer activity ceases temporarily, leaving one
~itting, g]aring at.the screen, tapping one's fingers impatiently.
Lag is something with which those using the school's
computer system are well acquainted. Even a few seconds lag
between hitting a key and seeing the character appear on the
screen can bec6me maddening.
Furthennore, with SCSU's new library in the wod<s,
promisl.Ilg even greater computer and technology access, the
campus' computer system is going to need some serious beefing
up or it's going to seize up completely, leaving a lot of users
stranded.
Is ACS aware of the problem? There's no reason why it
wouldn't 1>e. Will the problem be resolved soon? Let's certain1y
hope so, or SCSU's spot on the infonnation superhighway is
·going to act like Division at rush hour.

STAFF OPINION
LLOYD DALTON, NEWS EDiTOR

Struggle to register can be
extremely frustrating .
I sure love registration: The they send us the receipt."
, source of the problem, I went
over to the bookstore to pay
excitement. the anticipation,
I felt like swearing and
the thrill. Yahoo.
yelling at the bookstore
the fine. I forked over five
Registering for next S)_uarter representative. I felt like
bucks and got some change
was a real adventure this time. explaining in very loud words
back, along with a receipt. I
After hitting the redial button
that saying, "whatever is most was instructed to take the
convenient," without telling
receipt over to Campus Mart
on the phone about a zillion
times, I finally
me that one choice
so they could verify I had paid
connected with the
would mean another for my crime. Instead of going
Touchtone
delay was an
to Campus Mart, I registered
Registration System.
incompetent thing to for my classes. I became
After punching in all
reunited with my good friend,
do.
the right numbers, I
Since I am such a the redial button.
was infonned the
nice guy, I dido 't do
The entire fiasco left me
bookstore had placed
that. I said "thank
feeling extremely annoyed and
you" and hung up. I . disgusted with the
a hold on my classes.
This came as a
decided to call
bureaucracy at SCSU. The
surprise to me since I had no
Campus Mart to see if I could whole issue could have been
outstanding debts (or so I
find out why I owed them
solved several months ago
thought).
$4.24, and why they felt it
with one simple phone call.
After placing a call to the
I was to blame. I did rent
necessaty to hold my classes
bookstore, I was told I owed
that movie and I did bring it
instead of simply asking me
the princely sum of $4.24 to
for the money.
back late. However, the whole
Campus Mart in Atwood, and
problem could have easily
The student on duty at
after I paid it, I could register.
Campus Mart checked the
been avoided. I don't think
I still didn't know why I
records and
one phone call
owed the money, but I really
told me the
is too much to
didn't care. I asked if! should money was a
ask.
go to the bookstore to pay the late fee. He told
!wouldn't
money or Campus Mart. The
me I had rented I don't think one want the
bookstore representative I was the movie
·university to go
phone caO. is too through any
talking to said, ''wherever it's •"Disclosure"
most convenient for you."
last spring, and
trouble on my
much to ask.
J get suspicious when
account,
brought it back
people say that. It usually
late.
though .. I'm just
means they don't know, but
one student here. There's no
I vaguely remembered
want to appear nice. I asked
renting that movie. It was a
real reason for the college to
how long it would be until I
pretty good flick, as I recall. I
pay me any attention.
could register again.
· thought I brought it back on
I think I'll just solve the
"If you pay at the
time, but apparently I was
problem myself by not buying
bookstore, about 2 minutes,"
wrong. I have a hard time
anything at Campus Mart or
said the person I was talking
recalling every movie I rented the bookstore. That way, I can
to. "If you pay at Campus
in the last half-year.
be sure my classes won't be
Mart, we have to wait until
Having tracked down the
held hostage for four bucks.

• •
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Move over Santa, here
comes "Gobbler," the
Thanksgiving turkey
Let me start this week's column by thanking all the people who have
sent in leuers, ranting and raving aOOl.lt the current crackdown on party
houses. I am not thanking you because I agree or disagree with your
thoughts. The only reason I'm extending my thanks is because you gave
me two weeks of no deadlines. Three cheers to
BIILY SPEAKS the freedom speech and the freedom of the

or

press._Now for some light-hearted ranting and
raving on this week's topic.
Last week, SCSU students and many
Americans took part in the centuries-old festival,

All-Hallows Eve. People everywhere donned
scary outfits and trick or treated into various
households across the U.S. When the clock struck
midnight, people thought the celebrating was
done and the holiday was over. Yes, Halloween
has ended, but the heralding in of a different
holiday has just begun. That's right, Nov. 1
marked the beginning of the annuaJ 54 day
holiday known as "Buy as many Christmas
BYBDLY
presents as you can, before you run out of money
WHAIEN
and your credit cards get clipped."
I am ready to counter attack this annuaJ
holiday with my own anti-holiday caJled, "Stop retail stores from
promoting Christmas before Thanksgiving because I work at one and it
sucks." Those days of overexposed Christmas promotions and sales have
returned.
Think how many times between now and Thanksgiving you will walk
into a retail store and see some cute little white teddy bear or some.other
Christmas-orientated item placed at eye-level to spade that spirit of
Christmas and make you buy it.
Since I have half the population of SCSU feeling guilty right now,
maybe you will consider joining me in abolishing this retail explosion
that-has taken Americans by their wallets.
Does anyone remember seeing anything remotely related to
Thanksgiving when they went shopping last year at this time? Tiny
napkins with little turkeys and yams painted on them don't count.
How about huge displays with big stuffed pilgrims and various dining
table accessories? Doesn't ring a bell? That's because there weren't any.
All that was was left were Halloween items and a ton of Christmas stuff.
For crying out loud, Christmas is aJmost two months away. I don't
know about you, but I'd rather see rows of Thanksgiving-themed cindies
like miniature chocolate replicas of the Mayflower.
Okay, I'm going a little overboard. Maybe I am making a big deal out
of this. After all, it is only Thanksgiving. It's not that big of a holiday
right? Whatever the case, it still is a holiday, regardless of how I, SCSU
students, or millions of Americans feel.
So let's put aside our feelings on this issue and come to an agreement
that Thanksgiving dCSCtves its share of retail promotion. If not for
Thanksgiving's sake, then for Christmas'. Too many people have become
desensitized to the Christmas spirit. By the time Christmas Eve arrives,
there is no spirit left within them.
·
Not only will this make Thanksgiving Day a bigger holiday and
shorten the Christmas promotion time-span, it will strengthen religion
relations. Think of it, no big fuss over which religion founded it or which
one doesn't believe in it. That's the great thing about Thanksgiving- no
matter what religious background we have, we all celebrate it the same
way.
There is still one small detail we should add if we are going to go
through with this new promotional bit and that is to create a mythological
character for Thanksgiving. Christmas has Santa, Valentine's Day has
Cupid and Easter has the Easter Bunny. Thanksgiving can have ''Gobbler,
the Thanksgiving Turkey."
We can give it an annual·cartoon show like, "Gobbler is Coming to
Town." We could follow that up with toys, T-shirts and movies. Maybe·
then Thanksgiving will be popular enough to push back Christmas
promotions until after it has passed.
Until this idea of mine gets off the ground, we still have the current
retail explosion and overexposure of Christmas to deal with. I am a strong
Christian and I do believe in and love Christmas, but.I wish retail stores
didn't start their promotions so early.
They don't care about the spirit of Christmas. All they want is the
money. I wouldn't be surprised ifby the year 2022, retail stores began
promoting Christmas in July.
Please try to ignore all the hoopla this holiday season and remember
the real meaning of Thanksgiving - food.
I want to thank everyone for re~ing my column this quarter. I
promise to send each and everyone of you who read it an autographed
picture of President Grube to place on your mantel.

The opinions expressed on this page
do not nece,;sarily represent the views
of UNIVERSffY Chronicle
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Freshman football player tells his
side of the story about behavJor
I kept quiet when we were accused of disrupting
the sexual awareness seminar that took place on Sept.
4. I didn't act out when actions were taken against us
by President Grube, the athletic department and our
coaches. I also accepted our punishment and asked to
be involved in the writing of an apology for the
mistakes we made.
I m.inaged to refrain from speaking out when a
~dent .who was not even at the seminar decided she
needed to criticize us by writing a letter to the
University Chronicle because of the stories she heard.
Now, two months after the incident occurred and the
apology had been made, questions are still being
brought up about our sincerity and whether or not we
·even wrote the letter. lbis has prompted me to bring
you the football P.layers' side of the story.
As Ann Steffen wrote in her letter that appeared in
the Oct. 25 issue, "I was not at the workshop when
these men acted out. I have heard many stories about
their behavior." Even in my short 18 years, I have
learned that stories passed down from other people

can become slightly exaggerated.
I don't know what stories Ann Steffen heard, but I
can honestly say that they are nowhere near as bad as
us cheering over statistics about women getting raped
like I have heard 1be major extent of our wrongdoing was the admitted disrespectfully talking
amongst ourse'lves while the seminar was in progress.
As Q}any people who actually attended the seminar
will tell you, the football players were a SIila!!
percentage of the whole problem.
With this letter, I am not asking for an apology, or
for any forgiveness. I am merely asking you to accept
our apology both to the people auending and putting
on the seminar, and to let everyone know that we are
truly sorry for the disrespect we showed. Dragging
this subject on forever is doing nothing but increasing
tension among the students and giving people another
reason to look down on SCSU.
Michael Lempke
Freshman

Undecided

Fresbnien football players have
taken a step in the right direction
lbis letter is in response to the recent criticism the
freshmen football players have been receiving. When
people use such broad terms as ''freshman football
players," they include innocent people in their
accusations.
There are 54 people on the football team who are
considered freshmen. Only a few of them behaved
inappfOpriately. When you include these innocent
young men, you are committing just as much of a
crime against them as you are complaining has been
committed by the few who misbehaved. By not being
more specific, you are being slanderous.
I believe the issue is being skewed. lbis is not
about sexual violence against women; it's about bad
manners. Because their inappropriate behavior
occurred at a sexual violence seminar does not make
them sex offenders; it makes them rude.
Fmally, there is the issue of the apology letter, with
which nobody seems to be satisfied. The idea that

anyone would be offended by an apology is ludicrous.
I'm glad they made the effort. Don't analyze every
word and by to make it evil. Just accept the apology.
I'm not trying to justify the behavior of these few
young men. Sexual violence is not lQ be taken lightly
and inappropriate behavior should never be ignored.
The issue is respect. We need to work toward mutual
respect between all people in every situation. These
few guys screwed up. In submitting their apology, they
took a step in the right direction. When people
criticize the apology letter and say it isn't eoough,
they are taking a step in the wrong direction.
In a country where women, children and men are
victims of horrible crimes every day, we need to put
these things into perspective. We have dwelled on this
particular incident for w_ay too long. Let it go.
Sara Hegland
Sophomore
English

Poisonous chemical Dioxin stays
in the fat of animals we eat
Testicular cancer has tripled. The number of
their money on improvements in the incinerator that
diabetes cases has increased. Five million women a
have not reduced dioxin emissions. In the meantime,
year experience endomelriosis, a uterine disorder. lbis corporate giants are spending more than two million
information was taken from Jeffrey Sinclair and
dollars a year keeping federal candidates of both
Alexander Cockburn in their Sept. 18 City Pages
parties quiet.
article, "Dioxin for Dinner."
Lois Gibb, director of Citizen's Clearinghouse on
We; the residents of the Great Lakes Region,
Hazardous Waste, believes the government is failing in
especially those who consume milk, cheese, and beef
its duty to deal with multi-national corporations.
are at the greatest risk. Large companies such as Dow,
"We can't shut down the sources of dioxin without
Dupont and Monsanto, along with 57 municipal Waste finding the courage to change the way the government
incinerators, hospital incinerators (113 in Minnesota
works," Gibb said. "We have to explore how people
alone) and crematories, are releasing the poison dioxin · became powerless as the corporations became
into·the air. Dioxin, which is related to Agent Orange,
powerful. We have to figure out a way to speak
is a fat soluble chemical. lbis means it stays in the fat
honestly and act collectively to rebuild our
of the animals we eat
democracy."
According to some scholars, the dioxins released
Amy Lenk
by these incinerators could be eliminated by recycling
Junior
or wi~th landfills. In.stead, the EPA hllS been spending
International relations

Read, REAcr, l)n~
e-mail us at:
chron~cle@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu
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Classifieds

Housing

Germain, St. Cloud, MN 56301 or'

1 AND 2-BDRM. APARTMENTS.
$415-$430/month. Includes heat,
water, garbage ~nd parking. On site
laundry, on campus clipper bus line.

COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
Private rooms in four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, close to SCSU. Call 251-

654-8300.
$$$1-4-BDRM. APTS.
and efficiencies. $199-$260. Offstreet parking, $15. 259-4841.
2-BDRM., NEWLY REMODELED,

call 654-8300.

8284, 251-9418.
COLLEGIATE VIEW APTS.
Two-bdrm. apt. available winter and

~~~~~~e61: Near hockey center.
FEMALE SUBLEASER WANTED.

new carpet, new linoleum, new ·winter/spring. Room in four-bdrm., .

blinds, newly painted!! $415/month.
Includes heat, water, garbage and
parking with plug-ins. Available

now!! 654-8300

4--BDRM.APT.
Close to campus. Dishwasher, large
rooms, two-baths. $220/month per

person. 255-9262.

two-bath apt. Close to campus.
$199/month. First month rent free!!
Ask for Shelley, 203-7762.

97

One-bdrm. apt-available 11-1,
$410/month. Two-bdrm. apt.available
11-1.
$485/rnonth.
Includes heat, water and garbage.
Very large rooms-on site laundry, on
campus clipper bus line. 654-8300.

$199/MONTH.
Private rooms in two bath apts.
across from U-Pik Kwik. Quiet, well•
managed
bldg.
Sub-lease
situations. $ saving opportunity.
Below market rent, low depbsit. 259·

0077.

micro., NC. Dan, 255-9163.
A GROUP OF 3 OR 4?
Spacious apt., ooe and two baths.
Close to campus. Heat included.

$205-$220/month. Low security
depostt. 255-9262.
BEACHWOOD APTS.
One-bdrm. apt. near Cobom's and
downtown. Available now. Heat

paid. $340-$380. Dan, 255-9163.
BENTONWOOD.
Two-bdrm. apts, available. SE St.
Cloud on bus line. Heat paid. Dan,

255-9163.

.

All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
Notices are free and run on a space available basis.
For more information, contact Jill Otto, Classifieds manager, at 255-4086 or 255-2164,
during normal ~usiness hours.
'

=============================
- - - ~ - - -- Whirlpool, heated parl<ing (if
.available).
new carpet and onsight caretakers. Located

(320) 240-0234.

FREE lctlvitlH

ONE AND TWCH!DRM.
APTS.
Available immediately. Starting

1.1!00.SURFS.UP

a $360/month. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.

Student Express, Inc.

FEMALE WANTED.
Four-bdrm·. apt. Winter quarter.

Heat paid. 251-6005.

710 APTS.
Three-bdlTTl. apt. available now and
winter quarter. $540-$570. D.W.,

Deadline: Noon, Tu~sday, for the Friday edition; Noon, Friday, for the Tuesday edition.
Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines, costing $2. Prices
. are per issue.
"
Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone unless you have a standing account
with University Chronicle.
Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewart Hall. Forms are inside the door.

across from Halenbeck Hall.
One male and one female
room available either for
immediate occupancy or for
winter and spring quarter. Call

$$100 OFF 1ST MONTHS
RENT$$

ONE AND TWO-BDRM.
APTS.
in a house. Private bathroom and
kitchen. No pets. 253-5340.

FOUR-BDRM. APT.
Newer building across street from
campus. 251:-0525.

ONE ROOM EFFICIENCY
available. Clean, quiet building.
Private or semi-private bath.
Utilities, cable included. 259-9434.

FOUR•BDRM. HOUSE
near campus available Nov. or Dec.

PARKING AVAILABLE
one block from Halenbeck. $25 per

$225 per person. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4040.

month. 253-1154.

FOUR-BDRM., TWO BATH APT.
New carpet, paint. Great location.
Heat paid, parking available. 253-

1320.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS!!
Warm American family renting a
room in house. One block from
campus. Fully furnished, including
cable T.V. Dinners included. Call

259-5258.

.

SE sid;:~!~~!JEt!:iial rent

MALE/FEMALE WANTED

credit for 2-bdrm. apt. Apply at
Northern Management, 1725 W. St.

~interfsh:J~g qu~~!~Ji!~aid.
203-71 04.Ask for Andrea.

da~i
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Policies:

OFF CAMPUS HOUSING.
Live at SCSU's best off-campus
~~-~~-~-~~
student housing complex.

Srf)RI

Tuesday, November

ROOM IN HOUSE FOR RENT.
Very nice! Male/female,$210/month.

Phone 267-3291, Greg.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
M/F, SID in houses. Six convenie □t
locations. Quality living, free

parl<ing. Dan, 255-9163.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and four-bdlTTl. units close to
SCSU. Dishwashers, micros and
heat paid. Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

$199-$235. 5th Ave. and 6th St.
251-0525.
THREE MALES
in four-bdrm. apt. Heat,
cable and electric paid. New
carpet, laundry and parking
available. Campus close.

251-6005.
TWO-BDRM APT.,
close to SCSU. Also single
rooms in three and four. Call

251-8284, 251-9418.
VACANCY
for males and females in
four bedroom apts. Heat
paid, parking, laundry,
campus close. Quiet and

clean, E.P.M. 251-6005.
WINTER/SPRING,
one, two, and three-bd!TTl.
apts. Also s/d rooms. Dan,

255-9163.
WOMEN,
tired of the noise and
congestioo? We have large
private rooms with cable

T.V.. laundry, parking, and a
great location! Call for
details ... Bob, 251-8211.

Wrtir!fill•JIM
ADOPTION:
Loving, married, childless
couple hopes to welcome
your infant to our family.
Financially
secure,
supportive family. We'll help you any
way we can! Call Rhoda and Dave

collect, (612) 922-5870.
AFFORDABLE ACNE CARE

SUPER LOCATION.
One in four-bd!TTl. apt. New carpet.

prices on your acne medications.
Call Heatth Services, 255-3193 for
appointments.

is available oo campus: Coosult with

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!
Grants, scholarships, aid available
from sponsors!! No repayments,
ever!!! $$$ Cash for college $$$.

For info: (800) 243-2435 or (800)
AID 2 HELP.

our qualified staff. Compare our

Community Bio-Resources

r--$"s.ocr-7

Bring this
I
Community Bio-Resources would like to welcome back all area
: coupon for a :
students, and invites you in to see _our brand new state of the art
plasma collection center. The plasma you donate will be made into 1$5.00 bonus on 1
vital medical products that save lives. Because your donation is so
your first
I
important, you will be compensated for your time. Plasma donation I
is completely safe and easy, bring your books and study or just relax. I
donation.
I

Call for an appt. Today 259-6300

I

I
I

L

I
I

Community Bio-Resources, Inc.
2019 Stearns Way
St. Cloud, MN 56303
_J
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health-minded individuals. Call 253-

9226.
ATTEtmON EVERYONE!
Earn $500 to $1500 weekly wonting
from l)ome/dorm! No. experience ·
necessary! Set your own hours!
Serious indi~duals call TOLL FREE
(800) 567-6232.

PREGNANCY
1ESTING.

DON'T READ THIS
unless you want to have fun while
earning $. looking to take on five
energetic, go-getters for expansion.
Call Jodi, 656-1498.

FREE TRIPS & CASH.
Find out how hundreds of student
representatives are already earning
free trips and lots of cash with
America'~ #1 Spring Break
company! Sell on~ 15 trips and
travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Campus manag!ilr positions also
available. Gall now! Take a Break
Student Travel (BOO) 95-BREAK!
FREE T-SHIRT+ $1000.
Credit card fund raisers for
fraternities, sororities and groups.

Any campus organization can raise
up to $1000 by ·eaming a whopping
$5/VISA application. Call (800).932·
0528 ext 65. Qualified callers
receive FREE T-SHIRT.
PUT YOUR DIPLOMA TO WORKI
Have your resume sent to the top
200 companies in the nation as
rated by fortune magazine!! Send
resume + $40 for processing to
Natiooal
Career
Services,
Department C. P.O. Box 1742, St
Cloud, MN 56302.

Wor1c with you to determine a
shooting schedule that will In your
wedding day plans. Specializing in
candids before, during and after the
ceremony. You retain the negatives!
Two photographers to make sure
that every angle gets covered. Very
reasonable packages. For more
information, call Paul at 654-8501.

WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
For help and hope call: St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hour
hotline. 253-1962. 400 Eas1 St.
Germain St., Suite 205, St. Cloud.

Employment

READY TO GRADUATE?
Remember to schedule physicals,
$1,000'S POSSIBLE .
annual
exams and
other reading books: Part time. At home.
appointments while you're still a Toll free, (BOO) B~B-9TTB ext. Astudent and/or have insurance. Call 3883 for listings.
- - =Heatth,SeNicesttt255;3193..today! RESUMES/COVER LETTERS.
Professional. 240-2355.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. Toll free,
(BOO) 898-9778 ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
SPRING BREAK MAZATLAN.
Airll nights hoteltlree nightly social
hour/party package/discounts. (BOO)
366-4786, (612) 893-9679.
SPRING BREAK MAiATLAN!
From $399. (800) 395-4896.

GOOD

WEEKLY
INCOME
processing mail far
national caA)l)any! Free
supplies, pastagel No
selling! Bonuses! Start

immediately! Genuine
opportunity! AushSAS.E.:

V KC, SUITE 174
1861 ff.FEDERAL IIVT
BOLLYWOOD,PL 33020

TOM'S BARBERSHOP.
Two barbers, all cuts. Walk-ins.
251-7270, 9 Wilson SE. Special on
Wednesdays for ROTC and Guard
Headquarters and all other students,
$5. All other weekdays, $6.

$1,000'S POSSIBLE
typing. Part time. At home. Toll free
(BOO) 218-9000 Ext. T-3883 for
listings.

TYPING.
Efficient service, reasonable rates,
flexille hours. Call Ab, 251-7001.

$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our circulars. For
info. call (301) 306-1207.
·

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS, .
ATHLETIC WORK
professional and courteous, will with ex-athletes. Local co. seeks five

•
•
•
•
•
•

Food money
People will like you
Get your own business card
An excuss for a cell phone
Explore your creative side
Have your name in the paper

·Still Deciding?_

~·
For Career Information·
Call

612-654-5089

.
HELP WANTED.
Men/women earn $460 weekly
assembling circuit 008.rds/electronic
components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train. Immediate
openings your local area. Call (520)
680-7891 ext C200.
HUMAN SERVICE MAJORS:
gain experience assisting adults
with developmental disabilities.
Flexible
ti ours,
evenings,
weekends, mornings, and awake
overnight shifts. Will train. Starting
wage $6.35 with HS diploma, $6.60
wrth OMRP certificate, $7.10 with
two year degree, $7.85 with four
year degree. Increase $.25 with
CPR. Increase after med. training.
Increase $.25 after 1/1/97. Contact
Deb or Tania at Meeker County
Community Homes, 504 S.
Marshall,.,_ Litchfield, MN for
application. (320) 693-8836.
LIKE WATCHING T.V.?
Make $3 per envelope
stuffed while enjoying your
favonte shows. Send long
self-addressed, stamped
envelope to St. Croix
Industries, P.O. Box 353, St.
C~d. MN 56302

lj
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break times preferable. Call 2526734.

a1 7 p.m. Call 654-5166 for more
information.

For Sale

THE FOOL HAS SAID
in his heart, "There is no God.~
Psalms 14:1.

1988 OLDS. CUTLASS.
Great winter car, new tires. $675.
255-4498.
1988 CHEVY CAVILER Z24.
Blk., grey int., loaded-full power.
Must sell. $3600, B/0. 203-0426.
BEVDOUTTLE
wildlife pnnt "Spiri1 of 1he grizz~.·
$750. 255-4498.

SNAKE FOR SALE.
NO LAY-OFFS.
Red tailed Boa. Very fnendly. Call
Growing
company .203-1938.
expanding into area. $12/hr.
start. For applicatioo send WORD PROCESSOR FOR SALE!
self addressed stamped $125 for a Brother WP-36000.
envelope to: Response- Excellent condition. Call Lisa
America, 530 S. Monroe St anytime. 203-0430. ·
Dept. 316, Monroe, Ml
48161.

NOW IS THE TIME TO CALL
Leisure Tours and get free
information for SPRING BREAK
packages to South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica and Florida. Reps
needed ... Travel free and earn
commissions. (800) 838-8203.
WANTED:
babysitter a few afternoons a week.
Reliable car a must. Available during

,

Personals
CHRIST AND SATAN
are REAL!! I asked the Lord "how
much do you love me?" He spread
his arms, answered "This mucti- and
then He died. Then .you will know
the truth, and the truth will set you
free.

LAMBDA-LGBT STUDENTS
and allies. Meetings every Thursday

Notices
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS.
New meeting time. AA will meet at
3:00 on Thursday. For further info.
call Cheryl at 656-1775 or JoAnne,
255-4850.
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
meets at 3:00 p.m. SH 227
every Thursday. All wewne.
Tom, 240-0680.

can

ARE YOU DOING
the same thing day after day? Do
something different! Call Oeija Phi
Epsilon lntematiooal Sorority today.
Call 654-6311.
ATTEtmON STUDENTS!
Student Gov't Communicators is not
a contradiction in terms! Join us 6:00
p.m., Nov. 7 at the Atwood listening
lounge! All majors welcome.
DON'T FORGET
to pick up your free 1996 voter's
guide before elections! Courtesy of
Gov't Communicators, bridging the
gap between community and
government.

Chronicle
Deadline Nov. 8th

13 Steward Hall Call 255-3943
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• Chief House Author -- New SCSU Library
• Holds: B.S. in Economics & Business Administration,
M.B.A., and M.A. in American Government
• Supports Affordable Higher Education
In recent years. higher education has become more and more unaffordable. I know the
difficulties many students have in financing their education. because I·also worked low
wage jobs and borrowed heavily to get through school. If re-elected. I will continue to
work to make higher education affordable for everyone.
Prepared and Paid for by .Knoblach Volunteer Committee, PO Box 7563, St. C.1oud, MN 56302 (320)252 -6179

l\E-ELEC1 STATE SENATO)\
1

s
Senator Dave Kleis will continue to work hard for students.
Higher education must be affordable and available to all.
• Voted 1996 Legislator of the Year by the Minnesota Community College
Student Association
• Selected to the Dean's List by the Minnesota State University Student
Association for outstanding support & dedication to higher education
• Chief Senate Author for the "New" SCSU Library
• Member of Board of Directors of SCSU Alumni Association
• Member of Minn. Senate Education Committee, Higher Ed. Funding Division
• 1989 Honors Graduate of St. Cloud State University
Prepared :md Paid by the Kleis O,mpaign Committee, PO Box 6201, St. Cloud, MN 56302

